Lee Murray’s IM Niche Marketer Review
If you’ve tried other gurus’ Internet make money programs or software and come up
empty-handed and frustrated, then you should take a look at Lee Murray’s IM Niche
Marketer program.
This unique program shows you how simply reviewing IM programs can start
bringing immediate money in through affiliate commissions.

IM Niche Marketer gives you a steady stream of income from donefor-you product reviews
This program, written by a master IM copywriter, is a turnkey way to quickly start
earning steady money through affiliate marketing.
The idea is simple.
There are new Internet marketing programs being launched every day, most of
them on one of the major affiliate networks.
The main thing you need to do is review the program and provide an affiliate link
(but don’t worry – you don’t need to be a writer or know how to write reviews).
Every time someone clicks on the link and buys the program, you make money.

About the Program
With a quick, 5-video training program and IM course and software review
templates, Lee Murray gets you up to speed with his system so you can start earning
money right away.
It gives you the exact text of what to say when reviewing any online course or
software program on Clickbank, WarriorPlus and other affiliate sites, with no
writing or thinking required.
You will post the reviews on your blog and let the content rise to the top of searches
involving the product names.
To get even more traffic and faster results, you can promote the reviews through
emails.
Don’t have a list or know how to do email marketing? Lee’s got you covered!
He even includes two Email Slicks that walk you though exactly how to build your
list, create a perfect mailing routine and get people to say yes.
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In case you think that you will have to come up with different emails for each niche,
don’t worry. Lee has also included 150 done for you niche emails.
Between the SEO from your reviews and your email-driven traffic you should be
bringing in the cash.
But when you are ready to take your IM Niche system to the next level, Affiliate
Psycho will show you how to get even more traffic and better conversion.
Finally, IM Niche Marketer gives you the right to give away three e-books to use as
lead magnets to attract quality leads to sign up to your list.

About the Author
Lee Murray is a proven Internet marketer who has consistently earned six-figures
using reviews to earn affiliate commissions.
Because he did it himself, he knows all of the tricks, like what kind of reviews climb
to the top of Google searches and the emails that convert the best.
He also knows that most people are not expert copywriters, so he has taken the
writing completely out of it, by giving you everything already written.
Each review also includes a number of different ways to spin the same type of
content, so that not all of your reviews sound the same.

Benefits of IM Niche Marketer
IM Niche Marketer allows a newbie to get up and going with a successful online
business without needing to be technical or a good writer.
It allows you to be build your business gradually, starting with the review site, then
layering on email list building and campaigns and then the strategies to add more
traffic and improve conversions.
There is no previous knowledge or experience needed, so it’s great for someone just
starting out.
Affiliate programs pay as soon as one of your affiliate link results in a sale, so you
don’t have to wait to build a huge audience or spend any money on advertising or
SEO to start making money.
Everything is included, so you don’t need to waste time trying to figure out how to
generate traffic, build email lists or write anything.
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It really doesn’t get any easier than this, so there’s no excuse to not be making
money online.
You might think that IM Niche Marketer has got to be expensive because it includes
literally everything you need to make money quickly, but it only costs $27 through a
special promotion.
It’s a no-brainer – get the whole package and start making money online today!

Get your copy of IM Niche Marketer
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